YOUR INVESTMENT IN IU STUDENTS PROVIDES

- Scholarships and awards
- Production support through the Associate Producers program.
- Production playbills
- Travel for guest artists and scholars
- Travel and housing for students to professional conferences to deliver academic papers, exhibit designs or demonstrate skills
- Ads in professional journals and broadcast media to help recruit the nation’s best students
- Funds for special projects including internships and hospitality events for students

The legacy of any great society is not its politics, its wars, or its social changes. A society’s legacy is its art. Art helps illuminate the significance of these events and the lives of the people who live them. The artists of tomorrow are at Indiana University today.

As an incubator for creative talent, Indiana University produces gifted designers, performers, scholars, technicians, and writers.

But without your support, the next voice of a generation may go unheard.

Your gift to the Theatre Circle allows the Department of Theatre and Drama to expose our students to the world, to provide them opportunities to grow from their experiences, and to nurture their art in its purest form.
For over 80 years, the Indiana University Department of Theatre and Drama has been one of the nation’s premier theatre programs. Its students have become some of the finest artists, scholars and teachers in the world. The lives of thousands of others have been enriched by the study and practice of theatre at IU. Its distinguished faculty and staff have continually maintained the highest academic and professional standards.

Theatre Circle was founded in 1978 to promote and encourage the study and practice of theatre arts in the Indiana University Department of Theatre and Drama and to promote an awareness of theatre throughout the community and public at large.

**Theatrical Performances • Guest Speakers • Educational Trips • Scholarships • Special Project Funding**

**Theatre Performances**
The contributions of Associate Producers directly fund an IU Theatre production of the donor’s choice. As an Associate Producer, you will help support a production’s costumes, scenery, and lights. Marketing and promotional materials will feature your name, and all curtain speeches will acknowledge you as the production’s Associate Producers.

**Associate Producers Levels**
- **Exclusive** .................................................. $5,000/year
  - This level allows a donor to participate in the Associate Producer program. Associates may work together outside their own household. Partners must support the same production. If you cannot find a partner, Theatre Circle will assist in the process. At this level, you and your partner may be joined by other Associate Producers in support of the same production.
- **Full** ................................................................. $2,500/year
  - The full Associate Producer will be recognized in all marketing and pre-show materials, but other Associate Producers may also share in support of the production.
- **Partnered** ....................................................... $1,250/year
  - This level allows donors to participate in the Associate Producer program with a partner outside their own household. Partners must support the same production. If you cannot find a partner, Theatre Circle will assist in the process. At this level, you and your partner may be joined by other Associate Producers in support of the same production.

**Membership Levels**
- **Benefactor** ............................................... $1,000/year
  - Benefits noted at the $500 level PLUS:
    - Reserved seating for up to 12 individuals at the annual Ralph L. Collins Memorial Lecture.
- **Patron** ......................................................... $500/year
  - Benefits noted at the $250 level PLUS:
    - Reserved seating for 10 individuals at the annual Ralph L. Collins Memorial Lecture.
    - Invitation to play staged readings and other programs.
- **Sponsor** ...................................................... $250/year
  - Benefits noted at the $100 level PLUS:
    - Invitations to new play staged readings in December.
- **Contributor** ................................................. $100/year
  - Benefits noted at the $50 level PLUS:
    - Listing in Theatre Circle Insights and STAGES (national alumni newsletter)
- **Donor** ........................................................... $50/year
  - Acknowledgement in all eight programs for productions at the Lee Norvelle Theatre & Drama Center
  - Theatre Circle Insights mailed to you 4x each season
  - (Optional e-mail edition available by request.)

Under IRS guidelines, certain benefits, such as tickets and cost of meals, are not tax-deductible. Please consult your tax advisor for details.

**PLEASE MAIL THIS PORTION WITH YOUR GIFT**

Enclosed is a contribution to Theatre Circle.

Name(s) you wish to appear in the program:

Address:

E-mail:

Home Phone:

Work Phone:

Payment by credit cards:

Please make check payable to Indiana University Foundation/Theatre Circle

and mail to: Indiana University Foundation

P.O. Box 500

Bloomington, IN 47402

Payment by credit cards:

Visit theatre.indiana.edu

**THEATRE.INDIANA.EDU**

Membership Questions? Call (812) 856-3844